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  Setting up Apache as a reverse proxy

  [image: ]To set up a reverse proxy, you can use the Apache HTTP Server. The world’s most popular web server has various extension modules for various proxy functions and can be configured accordingly with just a few lines of code. The following step-by-step instructions show how to add the required module to an Apache installation on the Ubuntu operating system and how to create a configuration file for forwarding.

The open source Apache HTTP Server is provided free of charge by the Apache Software Foundation. An introduction to the web server software can be found in our guide.

Step 1: Installing the Apache Proxy Modules

To use an Apache HTTP Server as a reverse proxy, you need the mod_proxy module. This implements the core functionalities and can be extended by various additional modules:

	mod_proxy_http contains all proxy functions for HTTP and HTTPS requests. The add-on module supports the protocol versions HTTP/0.9, HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/1.1.
	mod_proxy_ftp is required to provide proxy functions for FTP requests.
	mod_proxy_connect provides proxy functions for SSL tunneling.
	mod_proxy_ajp implements the Apache JServ protocol (AJP). This is used in load balancing to forward requests to application servers in the background.
	mod_cache, mod_disk_cache, and mod_mem_cache implement caching functions that allow content to be cached on the Apache server.
	mod_proxy_html allows you to rewrite HTML links.
	mod_headers enables the manipulation of HTTP header data.
	mod_deflate implements a compression function.


[image: ]To install the mod_proxy module including all additional modules, only the following command line is required:

sudo apt-get install libapache2-mod-proxy-html


This tutorial concentrates on the basic functions of the Apache module mod_proxy. A detailed description of the add-on modules including all required directives can be found in the official documentation of the Apache project.

Step 2: Activate the required modules

The command a2enmod is used to activate individual modules of the Apache proxy function. Already activated modules can be deactivated by a2dismod. To create a simple reverse proxy for a downstream web server, it is sufficient to load the modules mod_proxy and mod_proxy_http:

sudo a2enmod proxy

sudo a2enmod proxy_http


After the modules have been activated, the Apache HTTP Server must be restarted:

sudo apache2 reload


Step 3: Create the configuration file

In order for the reverse proxy to receive requests from the Internet and forward them to the correct server in the local network, it is necessary to deactivate the configuration file 000-default.conf in the directory /etc/apache2/sites-enabled and replace it with a virtual host file such as example.conf. It is recommended to create a separate virtual host file for each target server with its own IP according to the following scheme:

ServerName domain.tld

ServerAlias www.domain.tld

ProxyRequests Off

ProxyPass / http://123.456.7.89/

ProxyPassReverse / http://123.456.7.89/


[image: ]Proxy function instructions are defined within the directive. The start tag also contains the IP address including the port number at which the Apache configured as reverse proxy should listen for requests. If all IP addresses are to be included, the placeholder * is used as in the example. Specifications within the VirtualHost tag are also specified in the form of directives. Unlike the VirtualHost tag, these arguments define how incoming requests and response packets are to be processed. The ServerName, ProxyPass and ReversePass directives are essential.

ServerName: The ServerName directive defines the primary name under which a server can be reached on the Internet. This must be resolvable either via DNS or /etc/hosts. In the example, the Apache server is instructed to accept all requests to domain.tld.

ProxyPass: The ProxyPass directive defines the destination address for forwarding. All requests directed to the public address specified under ServerName are forwarded by the reverse proxy to the internal address specified in the ProxyPass directive argument. In the example this would be the fictitious IP 123.456.7.89.

ProxyPassReverse: A proxy server not only receives requests, it also forwards the response packets from the backend server to the clients. To prevent these responses from being delivered with incorrect header information (namely that of the server in the background), the ProxyPassReverse directive rewrites the headers of the server responses so that they match the proxy server. The backend server thus remains anonymous.

The example also contains two further directives: ServerAlias and ProxyRequests. These do not provide basic functions for the proxy server and are therefore optional.

ServerAlias: The ServerAlias directive makes it possible to define an alternative name for the target server in addition to the primary server name.

ProxyRequest: The ProxyRequests directive with the Off argument prevents the Apache HTTP Server from being used as a forward proxy to prevent possible misuse.

If the rules for the proxy function have been defined, the configuration must be activated via the terminal:

sudo a2ensite example.conf

The Apache HTTP Server now accepts all requests to domain.tld or www.domain.tld and forwards them to a backend server with IP 123.456.7.89 in the form of proxy requests.

 



  Reverse proxy server – core component in security architectures

  The secure operation of Web or Exchange servers poses a problem for network administrators: although online services such as the Web or e-mail should be available via the public network, a direct connection to the Internet makes the systems vulnerable to malware and manual break-ins. This is why a network component is often used – a so-called reverse proxy.

What is a reverse proxy server?

[image: ]Basically, a proxy server is a communication interface in the network that receives requests and forwards them to a target computer on its behalf. In corporate networks, such a structure is used to provide client devices with controllable access to the Internet. In this case, the server configured as a proxy is the only connection to the public network. This is referred to as a forward proxy.

A forward proxy channels all requests from the internal network and forwards them with their own sender address to the target servers on the Internet. Server responses also reach the proxy before being distributed to the corresponding client devices. These thus remain anonymous – unless it is a transparent proxy. In order to save bandwidth and speed up website retrieval, proxy servers are usually programmed in such a way that they can cache frequently requested content and thus play it back directly without a new server request.

Schematic representation of a forward proxy Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Forward_proxy_h2g2bob.svg


While a forward proxy protects client devices in a network against influences from the Internet, a reverse proxy works in the opposite direction to the name. Such a proxy server is connected as an additional security component in front of one or more web servers in order to receive requests from the Internet on its behalf and forward them to a backend server in the background.

Schematic representation of a reverse proxy Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Reverse_proxy_h2g2bob.svg


[image: ]As a communication interface upstream of the network, a reverse proxy can assume various functions that serve the security of the backend servers and optimize data traffic.

Definition

	A reverse proxy („reverse proxy“) is an additional protective measure that can be switched in front of one or more web servers.
	In contrast to a proxy, address translation is performed in the opposite direction.
	The task of the reverse proxy is to accept requests from servers on behalf and forward them to the corresponding client.
	The reverse proxy grants one or more clients of an external network access to an internal network.


Reverse Proxy: Function and application areas

Reverse proxies are usually installed in a private network or an upstream demilitarized zone (DMZ), protected by a firewall. Like the forward proxy, the reverse proxy is the only connection between the Internet and the private network. All requests to the backend servers in the LAN thus pass through the same communication interface before being forwarded to the actual target systems. Such bundling makes it possible to control incoming data traffic, make several servers available under the same URL, distribute requests evenly among different servers, and accelerate data retrieval by caching. The following application areas result from the use of a reverse proxy server:

[image: ]Anonymization: As the only access to the internal network, a reverse proxy intercepts all requests to servers in the background and acts towards client programs as if they were dealing with the actual target system. For this purpose, the proxy forwards the requests to the corresponding target systems in the LAN, receives their replies and plays them out to the requesting clients. The actual backend servers thus remain anonymous.

Protection and encryption: An upstream reverse proxy offers the option of installing control systems such as virus scanners or packet filters, which additionally secure the servers in the background. The proxy server thus represents a further link in the security chain between the Internet and the private network. In addition, reverse proxy servers can be used for encryption. The outsourcing of the SSL certificates to the proxy relieves the web servers in the background.

Load balancing: A reverse proxy can be used to link a URL to various servers in the private network. This makes it possible to distribute incoming requests to several servers. Load balancing prevents individual systems from being overloaded and compensates for failures. If a server cannot be reached due to hardware or software errors, the proxy’s load balancing module redistributes incoming requests to the remaining servers. The availability of server services is thus ensured even in the event of failures.

Caching: To speed up the speed of server services, the reverse proxy provides a function for caching server responses. This caching enables the proxy server to answer repeated requests either partially or completely by itself. Static content such as images or frequently accessed dynamic web pages are stored in the proxy’s cache. No or significantly less data has to be retrieved from the backend server, which significantly accelerates the access rate to web services. Since it is not always possible to ensure that the cache of the proxy contains the current version of content that changes quickly, there is a risk that requesting clients will be given outdated information.

Compression: Equipped with appropriate software, a reverse proxy can be used to compress incoming and outgoing data. A popular program for compressing websites is gzip, which is often used in combination with Apache or nginx.

 



  Manual proxy settings under Windows

  [image: ]Basically, private users who connect to the Internet with their computer via LAN or WLAN do not need to make any manual changes to the proxy settings. Changing the default settings is only necessary if the data traffic is deliberately to run via a proxy server. In corporate networks, however, bundling Internet traffic via a forward proxy is the rule. Access to the Internet therefore usually requires a proxy configuration through manual entries or a configuration URL.

In both cases the configuration is done via the Windows network settings. The click path to the corresponding menu differs depending on the version of Windows used.

Configuring the Proxy Server under Windows 7

To set up a proxy server under Windows 7, click the Control Panel button in the Windows menu.

Windows 7 Control Panel

From there, the click path leads to the menu items „Network and Settings“ and „Internet Options“.

Network settings under Windows 7

The „Internet Properties“ window opens.

Windows „Internet Properties“ menu

[image: ]In the „Connections“ tab you will find the „LAN Settings“ button. This button can be used to open the window „Settings for local network“.

LAN settings under Windows 7

Here you have three configuration options. Windows can detect the proxy settings automatically, use a script for automatic configuration or use manual settings.

If the proxy settings are to be configured manually, it is advisable to remove the check mark from the „Detect settings automatically“ checkbox. Otherwise the automatic configuration may overlay manual settings. To set up a proxy server manually, check the box „Use proxy server for LAN“ and enter the address of the proxy and the port number.

With the button „Advanced“ you can configure different proxy servers for HTTP, HTTPS, FTP and SOCKS. If all protocols are to use the same proxy server, a check mark in the corresponding checkbox is sufficient. In addition, exceptions can be defined via the advanced proxy settings. Addresses that are not to be called via the selected proxy server are stored there.

Advanced proxy settings under Windows 7

You can obtain the corresponding configuration information from the proxy provider. Some servers are also protected by individual access data. In this case, use requires a personal user account including password.

Configuring Proxy Servers under Windows 8

[image: ]To open the proxy settings under Windows 8, select the „Control Panel“ button in the application menu.

The Windows 8 application menu

The app for the Windows system settings opens. Select the menu item „Network“ here.

App for Windows system settings

Select Proxy in the sidebar and make automatic or manual settings similar to Windows 7.

Network settings under Windows 8

Alternatively, you have the option of making proxy settings via the desktop view of Windows 8. In this view, the click deposit is the same as under Windows 7. Via „Network and Internet“ and „Internet options“ you reach the Windows menu „Internet options“, where you can open the proxy configuration in the „Connections“ tab via the „LAN settings“ button.

Configuring the Proxy Server under Windows 10

Also under Windows 10 the proxy configuration is done in the settings app. To call this up, click on the gear icon for the system settings in the start menu.

Opening the Settings app under Windows 10

The window with the Windows settings opens.

Windows 10 Settings App

The proxy settings can be accessed by clicking on the Proxy button in the „Network and Internet“ section.

Proxy settings under Windows 10

[image: ]As with Windows 7 and 8, the proxy settings can also be made automatically or manually with Windows 10. The necessary steps for the configuration correspond to those of the previous versions.

Setting up the proxy server via the browser settings

While the browsers Microsoft Internet Explorer, Google Chrome and Opera use the proxy settings of the respective operating system, Mozilla Firefox allows a separate proxy configuration that only refers to the browser usage. Other online applications on the computer are excluded from redirection.

To access the proxy setting in Firefox, click the Firefox menu icon in the upper right corner and select the Settings button.

The Mozilla Firefox Menu

The proxy configuration can be found in the „Advanced“ menu item and can be called up under „Connections“ by clicking on the „Settings“ button.

Advanced browser settings

The „Connection settings“ window opens.

Connection settings in Mozilla Firefox

	Here you can configure proxies for access to the Internet. There are four options to choose from.
	No proxy
	Automatically detect proxy settings for this network
	Use proxy settings of the system


Manual proxy configuration

[image: ]In the default configuration Firefox uses the proxy settings of the operating system. If a forward proxy for Internet connections is configured here, it can be deactivated for Firefox. Users select the setting „No proxy“ for this.

If a proxy server for Firefox is to be set up manually, the same information is required as for a configuration in the Windows network settings. Users have the choice of setting up separate proxies for HTTP, HTTPS, FTP and SOCKS or using the same server for all protocols. Firefox also allows users to define exceptions and automate the setting through a proxy configuration URL.

Fix Proxy Error

If the connection to the proxy server is interrupted, the web browser displays an error message. Warnings such as are possible:

Proxy server does not respond

or

Proxy server denies connection

[image: ]Messages of this type can have various causes. The consequence is usually a disturbed Internet connection. Websites outside the local network are only limited or no longer accessible at all.

To eliminate the problem, users should first check whether proxy use is desired. Sometimes proxy settings are changed by adware, malware or browser plug-ins without the user’s intervention. Especially those who normally surf without a proxy should be sensitive to error messages of this kind. To check whether viruses and Trojans are responsible for redirecting to the proxy server, a detailed system scan is recommended. If new browser plug-ins have recently been installed, these should also be checked and deactivated if necessary.

If users deliberately use proxy services, connection errors can usually be traced back to one of the following causes.

	Proxy server is overloaded: Proxies, which are available free of charge on the Internet, are particularly popular among users for anonymizing online activities and bypassing geotargeting. If the demand exceeds the capacity of such a server, overload-related failures occur. In this case, the browser displays the message „Proxy server not responding“. Users now have the choice to wait or use another server. It may be possible to ask the administrator when the service is expected to be available again.
	Proxy server is offline: If a server is permanently removed from the network, it will no longer offer any proxy services. Reasons for the termination can be a technical problem or an insolvency of the provider. In this case, users have no choice but to choose another forward proxy or surf the Internet without a proxy.
	IP of the proxy server has been changed: If the IP address of the proxy server has changed, this also leads to connection errors. Users fix this problem by locating the current address of the proxy server and adjusting the configuration in the system settings or in the browser.
	Connection data was transferred incorrectly: The most common causes of errors are incorrect proxy settings. Before users contact the respective provider or select an alternative proxy service, it is therefore advisable to check all settings for typos in the IP addresses or port numbers used.


In the case of private proxy use, you usually correct proxy-related Internet problems by selecting the default setting of the system „Automatically detect settings„. In corporate networks, the use of a proxy is often mandatory in order to establish external connections. In this case, you should contact your administrator to resolve problems with the respective proxy server.

 



  What is a proxy server?

  [image: ]The connection between client and server is not always made directly. In many networks, so-called proxies assume the function of an intermediary. In this way, data streams can be optimally distributed and additional security mechanisms implemented.

Even private users sometimes decide to redirect their Internet traffic via a proxy server in order to disguise their own sender address and thus surf anonymously. We will tell you how to make proxy settings under Windows 7, 8 and 10, which problems can occur and how to fix them.

What is a proxy server?

A proxy is a server that is used as a communication interface between two computer systems. As a mediating instance, a proxy server receives client requests and forwards them to the respective target server with its own sender address. When using the Internet, private users primarily come into contact – albeit unknowingly – with so-called reverse proxies.

These are high-performance servers used by companies to protect their own web servers from attacks from the Internet, to distribute loads in the network and to increase the availability of online services.


These are switched in front of the respective productive systems, accept requests on behalf and forward them to the servers in the background. As a rule, the Internet user is not aware of this.

The situation is similar with so-called forward proxies, which are used in corporate networks to bundle data traffic to the Internet, implement filter functions or increase surfing speed through caching. In this case, the proxy server acts as the only access to the Internet.


If an employee wants to access online services from the local network, requests to the Internet server first pass through the proxy. This enables employers to block certain web content for the company network and thus restrict private Internet use.

Private proxy use

[image: ]If proxy servers are used privately, the anonymization of Internet activities is usually the main focus. Users deliberately use the services of a forward proxy to hide their own system behind the IP address of the proxy provider. This can have different reasons: In addition to the protection of privacy in times of increasing surveillance, access to blocked web content is the decisive motive for many private proxy users. IP-based geolocalization allows providers to restrict online services to specific countries. A prominent example of this is Netflix. The popular movie streaming platform was initially not available to German users. American proxy servers, however, made it possible to circumvent the blockade.

	There are numerous providers on the Internet who provide free proxy services.
	Internet users should, however, think carefully about which server to switch between them and the Internet.
	A proxy may blur traces in the network, but the respective provider has full access to the data traffic passing through its server.
	If a forward proxy is to be used, the corresponding settings can be made via the Windows system control or directly in the browser.


 We will show you the best way to do this in the following article.

 



  Where can I buy Proxy Server? – The 5 best providers

  [image: ]It doesn’t matter whether you are an SEO expert in the literal prime of your trade, a beginner in the field or just doing SEO as a hobby to learn some tricks – proxy servers are definitely one of the most important parts in your so-called „SEO toolbox“.

The proxy server acts as an intermediary between your computer and the destination address on the web. A proxy server protects your private information and privacy from access by web pages and web servers. Below is some information about why proxy servers are almost indispensable for SEO marketers.

The analysis of competitors is an essential part of SEO. If you regularly monitor your competitors‘ websites and their SEO activities via your own Internet connection, it can happen that they quickly become aware of this and trace you back. It is therefore advisable to use a proxy server to remain invisible and still be able to analyze the websites of your competitors.

If, for example, as a digital marketer, you manage multiple social media accounts and accounts simultaneously, you should do so through a proxy server. So none of the social networks can blacklist or ban you or block your accounts due to the use of multiple accounts or conspicuous activities during login processes.


If you work for customers spread all over the world, you don’t want them to see geolocated web content or certain geospecific search engine rankings while they are working, of course. A proxy server helps you to emulate your IP address. Search engines and websites will then treat you like a visitor from a specific country. They will also provide you with the content you want.

	Are you employed in a large and busy SEO research office where several computers use the same IP address to work on keyword analysis, website analysis and other SEO activities?
	Then it could happen that one day a search engine misinterprets your repeated and untiring accesses to one and the same web address.
	These misinterpreted accesses as DDoS attacks could also be blacklisted. This risk could easily be avoided with a proxy server.


If you want the best proxy servers to be on the safe side during your SEO experiments and explorations, you should check out

 the following providers:

FineProxy

[image: ]Enjoy your SEO activities stress-free and as one without having to worry about whether your IP could be tracked. This is made possible by FineProxy’s affordable proxy server services. Here you can get an IP from all major and significant countries – including Russia, Ukraine, Poland, UK, Latvia, Japan, China, USA, Turkey, Hong Kong and many more.

FineProxy packages are offered in various combinations of proxies. The packages are valid for 10 or 30 days. If extended, it will be cheaper than your first purchase. Even a free use of the service is possible. All you have to do is to announce your support of the service in the provider’s forum.

With a detailed FAQ, useful articles and a good forum, FineProxy offers its customers more than just an ordinary proxy service.

SquidProxies

With servers distributed around the world at speeds in excess of 1,000 Mbps, multiple IP subnets, no advertising, completely anonymous IPs and no configuration issues, SquidProxies is THE service for you! Guaranteed round-the-clock access, no consecutive IP addresses and compatibility with all browsers are guaranteed. If your budget is limited, it is also possible to share proxies for your SEO experiments with other users.

ProxyRack

From the starter plan, with 50 simultaneous connections, to the elite plan, with 200 connections (suitable for large SEOs), ProxyRack has a good choice for all types of requirements. Common to all plans is access to more than 25,000 proxies from over 40 countries and unlimited bandwidth. Each connection gets a randomly selected IP address, which simplifies your critical and intensive SEO analyses. With ProxyRack you won’t get any compatibility problems. All proxies have been tested with Scrapebox, Scrapejet, Google Search Bot, XRumer, No Hands SEO, Decaptcher and other software.

BuyProxies

[image: ]On its main page BuyProxies makes some bold assertions, all of which are justified. The IPs of BuyProxies work at top speed. After one month of use, you will not find yourself on the same server as with other providers, as BuyProxies updates its IP address inventory on a monthly basis. The basic package offers you 10 semi-dedicated HTTP proxies. The extended package even offers over 100 HTTP proxies.

MyPrivateProxy

MyPrivateProxy is one of the leading companies and offers you dedicated HTTP-IPs with fast 1,000 Mbps servers. Unlimited bandwidth ensures that you can perform your SEO tasks at the fastest speeds. The proxies provided have been tested for cooperation with all web offers based on HTTP and HTTPS and guarantee compatibility with all developer tools from Facebook, Twitter, Bookmarkwiz, Sick Submitter, Senuke and Scrapebox.

 



  Usenet Questions And Answers

  One advantage of Usenet is that you do not automatically upload anything to other users during the download – so you do not have to „share“ anything. However, this does not mean that you cannot actively participate in what is happening on Usenet. You can create new topics, give answers and also attach or upload files. You can find out how to do this and which tool you need in our Usenet Upload Tutorial.

Is the Usenet secure?

What you download or view on the Usenet cannot be traced – nobody sees your activities on the Usenet. But beware: If you post something to the Usenet (questions, answers or binaries), you can be identified by it – but this does not apply to downloading content! You can find out more about anonymity, viruses and other dangers in Usenet on our „Usenet Security and Anonymity“?



How do I repair defective files from the Usenet?

It can also happen on Usenet that files are downloaded incompletely or incorrectly. This can have several reasons – possibly the content has been deleted or the file is too old (note retention!). However, the data is not data garbage and can usually be repaired – you can find out how to do this in the tutorial „Repairing Usenet downloads with Quickpar“.

Are there also free Usenet accesses?

Yes, the pure text newsgroups are often accessible free of charge – but if you want to download binaries, i.e. files, you need a fee-based access. However, if you want to test the Usenet first, you can do this for several weeks free of charge. In our overview you will find various Usenet providers who offer such free test accesses.

Why can’t I post articles to moderated groups?

Probably because the newsreader tries to post via /bin/mail and doesn’t like it. Replace the old /bin/mail with the new port of mailx-5.5.tar.gz from the Slackware distribution. The installation with the Slackware pkgtool will set everything correctly.



Another possibility is that a moderated group is set up locally as non-moderated and some program deletes the articles on the way to the public. It is important to make sure that checkgroups is run from time to time when the checkgroups article arrives in news.admin every few weeks.

Why do I seem to have access rights problems?

Check that the access rights are correct and make sure that /etc/passwd and /etc/group have a user ID for the $NEWSBIN, e.g. news, that matches the one used in the installed package. There doesn’t seem to be a Linux standard yet.

	Everything in /usr/lib/news except /usr/lib/news/setnewsids should belong to news.news. The latter should be setuid root.
	The user and group identifier for the $NEWSBIN can be news, but doesn’t have to be.


Why can I post articles locally, but they are not shown?

Maybe newsrun wasn’t called from cron. Maybe you edited the sys file and confused it. Maybe there is no /var/spool/news/out.going directory hierarchy or something like that. Maybe you have installed a package with the „Performance“ or „Cleanup“ release of CNews. These pack the articles into packages and need newsrun to sort these batches locally or feed them to other servers.

You should not create newsgroups by editing the active or sys files. There are tools in /usr/lib/news/bin/maint to do this cleanly.


Why doesn’t my binaries package contain nntp?

Because the author didn’t want to inflate the SLS news package to double its size to maintain NNTP and non-NNTP versions of the newsreaders and news transport software. In addition, compilation uses local information that cannot be changed by a configuration file at runtime.

Why do programs complain about „severe space shortage“ when there is enough space?

Because a program cannot read the file /etc/mtab. As access mode 644 is needed. This can happen if you unmount a file system mounted by root and umask does not allow general reading of files belonging to root.



It all looks normal, but articles are not posted?

Older versions of Linux contained a faulty sed that sent CNews regularly to the eternal hunting grounds. If you installed the News software over an old SLS distribution, make sure that there is only one modern version of sed in /bin or /usr/bin.

Since the „Performance Release“ in February 1993, newsrun also has to be consulted regularly; the best way to do this is to use cron. This feature has already surprised some people.

Can trn/tin/nn use News Overview (NOV) instead of their own thread databases?

	Yes. trn, tin and the beta version of nn now support it.
	It also works with the Performance and Cleanup release of CNews and various newsreaders.
	The beta version of nn 6.5 used by the author of the HOWTO has NOV support and works great on Linux without nnmaster.


Why is there no binary distribution of nntp?

Because a considerable amount of local information has to be compiled in, which cannot be determined at runtime. If you have problems with this, try INN rather than building CNews plus nntp yourself.

Source: https://bestusenetprovider.net

 



  Using VPN On An IPhone

  As with PC clients, iPhone and iPad allow secure access to the company network via iphoneVPN. The iOS-8 devices supported different protocols. The following article explains the configuration and the different solutions in detail.

When connected to a VPN, the iPhone/iPad behaves like a normal PC. This means that companies need normal VPN access. This can be a VPN router or a Windows server. The connection is made via internal settings on the iPhone/iPad. Apps from manufacturers such as Juniper or Cisco are available in the App Store for connection, which simplify the configuration and start of the VPN and control the data traffic.

A VPN is also a great way to watch your favorite TV show overseas on your phone, read more at southfloridareporter.com.

VPN protocols for the iPhone/iPad – Cisco and Co.

[image: vpn]The iPhone/iPad supports L2TP/IPSec, PPTP and Cisco IPSec protocols, which means you can use any VPN server that uses these protocols. User authentication can be configured via MS-ChapV2, RSA SecurID with CryptoCard or via a symmetric key (Shared Secret).

	Point-to-Point Tunnel Protocol (PPTP)-based VPN traffic consists of a TCP connection to TCP port 1723 on the VPN server to manage the tunnel, and GRE (Generic Routing Encapsulation) encapsulated packets for the VPN data.
	However, PPTP traffic can have problems with firewalls, NATs and web proxies. To avoid problems, firewalls must be configured to allow both TCP connection and GRE-encapsulated data.


PPTP allows encrypted encapsulation of various network protocols. After authentication has been performed, a PPTP VPN encrypts the connection. Encryption is based on the authentication password. The more complex the password, the better the encryption. Since the encryption and transport of each IP packet is done through the GRE protocol, you must make sure that the hardware firewall or DSL router you are using supports this protocol.



If you use a current FritzBox, you can also configure it as a VPN server that works with iPhone/iPads. More information can be found on the AVM website.

VPN via L2TP

[image: it-blogger]The second variant of setting up a VPN is the Layer 2 Tunnel Protocol (L2TP). This protocol is more secure than PPTP, but more complex to set up. L2TP uses IPSec to establish encryption. When setting up a VPN with L2TP, unlike PPTP, the data traffic is reliably encrypted before authentication.

Since L2TP uses IPSec to encrypt the data traffic, you can also use this VPN type for 3DES encryption. The use of a VPN based on L2TP requires a certification authority infrastructure. You can also use Juniper Junos Pulse and Cisco AnyConnect.


Apps are available in the App Store to help you set up these methods. This is also easy for the inexperienced user if the corresponding connection data of the VPN is available.

 



  Operator of NYSE plans crypto platform and bitcoin futures

  The US company Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) announced on August 3 that it was building a platform for digital assets. The company, which also owns the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), is also considering the launch of Bitcoin futures. In contrast to CME and CBOE products, this product should allow actual payouts in bitcoin.

The Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) operates a total of 23 exchanges around the world. The best-known of these is the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), which is based on the infamous Wall Street in Manhattan. As the company has now announced in a press release, a new platform for trading digital assets is to be added soon.

Bakkt: A regulated ecosystem for the bitcoin trade

The Bakkt platform is to develop an „open and regulated global ecosystem for digital assets“ on the basis of Microsoft Cloud Solutions. Bakkt works together with a group of companies, including Microsoft, the Boston Consulting Group and Starbucks. It should be possible to buy, sell, store and distribute digital assets via the platform. The first one is Bitcoin, currently the most liquid crypto currency and also the base currency for all brokers, shops and exchanges. You can find a list of bitcoin brokers on this website.

With the launch of Bakkt, the main aim is to facilitate access to crypto currencies for banks and institutional investors. At present, these potential investors in particular lack the necessary confidence in the crypto-ecosystem. This is now to be achieved through a regulated environment which the ICE wants to provide with Bakkt. By breaking down barriers to entry, the big money is paved the way into the crypto market.

The Starbucks coffee chain plays an important role in the project. It is planned that the roasting company will enable its customers all over the world to pay for their coffee at least indirectly with Bitcoin. For this purpose, the Bitcoin should be able to be converted directly into the respective Fiat currency via an app, with which the customer can pay for the product.

Bitcoin futures as icing on the cake?

Bitcoin futures are also under discussion. Unlike the financial products of the Chicago CME and CBOE exchanges, which pay out their customers in Fiat, bitcoin is actually to be acquired and retained here. However, the planned futures would still have to obtain approval from the Commodities Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). For the ICE, we can only hope that the CFTC will be more cooperative than the SEC had last done. They rejected the introduction of a Bitcoin ETF last month – already for the third time.

 



  Browse The Net Without Government Observing

  [image: cafe-2002076_960_720] As a result of such things as specific marketing and data-collection a lot people have become increasingly worried about the government watching every single move.

Canadians are passing over more information than actually by executing regular tasks like inquiring Yahoo a query, or scrolling through Facebook. However you can find means to see the internet more in private and also you dont have to be a professional to make use of them.

Use an exclusive browser window

All browsers save yourself an archive of what web sites you see and everything you obtain but several also provide personal exploring settings that eliminate these attributes.

By way of example, Yahoo Chromes incognito function that will be accessible on both desktop and mobile variants starts a fresh browser window that stops Google from preserving your browser background.

Oranges Firefox browser also has a personal setting that can be used in your I-phone or I-pad. To utilize it, exploit on the available fresh window image, situated in the bottom-right of your Firefox browser, and exploit Personal.

Nevertheless, its vital that you see that personal browsing function simply stops your browser from preserving your background it will not cease 3rd parties, like your ISP or your company, from seeing you exploring task.

Ditch Yahoo and take to an internet search motor that allows you lookup independently

There certainly are numerous internet search motor options that let you research in private, without giving over a great deal of information that is personal.

DuckDuckGo is among the most used options for the privacy mindful. The research motor will not gather or reveal private information, as well as your your computers ip or snacks (information delivered from an internet site to your own browser to greatly help determine you), meaning your investigations cant be followed right back for you.

Comparable choices contain Ixquick and Home Page. Still another advantage to private internet queries there are not any specific advertising.

Get one of these virtual-private-network (VPN)

You have probably currently learned about VPN solutions. Lots of Canadians purchased them to supply U.S. Netflix, which offers more Artist hits and current periods of well-known network exhibits than the Canadian variant. There are apps for every device such as iPad vpn or apps for android, Windows etc.

VPNs are employed by a lot of people and businesses to stay inner information and communications safe. They do that by encrypting your computers Web link with avoid 3rd parties from snooping in your information.

VPNs are mo-Re widely used to secure your information from cyber-criminals and therefore are highly recommended by safety specialists in the event you regularly utilize community wireless where hackers frequently hide. Yet, these providers are membership-based. But there are also lots of trials which cost you nothing.

Utilize a web proxy

Internet proxies let you go to a web site anonymously by hiding your IP number and encrypting your link to an internet site.

Free support Anonymouse lets you input the web site of any web site you would like to go to to browse it anonymously. As an alternative to sending you computers advice straight to the internet site, your info is provided for the Anonymouse machine. Their host anonymizes it after which directs it to the internet site.



Evaluation your privacy options in your favorite sites

An increasing amount of web sites and providers let you t-AKE some get a handle on of your data-privacy you only have to understand where to search.

For instance, when you’re logged right into a Yahoo consideration it is possible to to optout of Yahoo advertising customization, which reveals you related advertising depending on that which you research for and which web sites you see. It’s possible for you to command a number of your advertising configurations here.

 Plus, Yahoo recently revealed a instrument that shows you a date checklist of your tasks on Googles service, out of your facebook background, for your Yahoo Guide information also it actually lets you remove choose queries or your whole background, should you be drenched right into a Yahoo accounts.

You may also control some advertising configurations on Facebook. Just visit the Configurations tab in your Facebook site situated in the very best righthand aspect of the webpage next to the the secure symbol.

Next, pick Ads in the menu on the lefthand side. Then click the change switch beside Ads depending on my settings and pick Visit settings.

Then you’re able to by hand erase things out of your listing. If you-no longer need to find out advertisements about felines, by way of example, simply float your mouse to the right hand side of the phrase and youll notice a erase switch.

 



  Getting US Netflix in Canada

  [image: vpn] In 2016, Netflix.com began breaking back to the Canadians that have been trying to log-on to the American model of Netflix.com by utilizing VPN solutions to spoof their place. Luckily, the loading video solutions awkward whackamole approach to preventing VPN machines is fairly simple to side-step. For Netflix clients that reside outside America, the secret to getting American Netflix is based on determining VPN solutions which are suffering from Netflix work-arounds. Read to learn the best way to get American Netflix in Europe.

How can Netflix control to ban VPN customers?

Every VPN host and every pc on the Net have a special address called an Internet Protocol address. Internet Protocol addresses on the internet are simply like the real mailing addresses that postal employees when they provide post. Whenever a computer transmits and receives advice online, they use IP addresses to straighten out out who’s sending what to whom.

In the event that you sign into an American VPN host, youre mechanically put an American ip. Therefore, in the standpoint of Netflixs VPN machines it looks like youre found inside the Usa.

The issue for Canadian VPN customers today is the fact that Netflix has made a decision to to dam the IP handles of a lot of the VPN machines that they and additional worldwide consumers happen to be utilizing to un Lock Netflixs American catalog. As an effect of Netflixs attempt to maintain their money-making license arrangements, several individuals residing outside the continental Usa Says can not get the Netflix articles that theyve gotten employed to loving.

The issue for Netflix.com is the fact that internet protocol address blocks are notoriously unsuccessful. Web ipaddresses are by no signifies set-in-stone. The truth is, theyre quite simple to alter. If a VPN company is ready to sometimes change up their computers ip addresses, theres no means that any kind of ip address based prevent may actually stay in spot for lengthy.

The best way to unblock American Netflix content

Some VPN firms are somewhat rather sensitive to geoblocks than the others. By way of example, the VPN service we normally advocate IPVanish prefers however to create a work-around that can enable their international consumers to access American Netflix articles.

Luckily, you can find lots of additional VPN providers away there which are ready to sometimes alter their ipaddresses so that their worldwide userbase can get Netflix.com.

Weve recognized four VPN support suppliers that alter their machines ip addresses frequently:

NordVPN

StrongVPN

Buffered

[image: nordvpnedit]To help our viewers to immediately learn which VPN support they should join whether they would like to get American Netflix, weve developed a free fresh support called Checkflix. Checkflix continuously tracks four well-liked VPN providers.

When Netflix accessibility is upward, CheckFlix informs you that the VPN support is FUNCTIONING. But if Netflix.com falls, CheckFlix may record the VPN support is OBSTRUCTED.

Its merely as straightforward as that. Always check away CheckFlix today and discover which VPN support enables you to access American Netflix!

Which VPN support is the total best for getting American Netflix?

You will find plenty of fly by night VPN providers which appeal to unhappy Canadian Netflix consumers. Meaning in order to think of a a listing of VPN providers to advocate to our visitors, we asked these concerns about each VPN service-we used:

Is there a great number of US-centered machines? VPN solutions with just a few American computers are a lot more straightforward to obstruct. Thats why if all of us located a VPN support that didnt have several United states-based VPN computers, we removed it entirely from our listing. Check nordvpn usa as they have a lot of servers everywhere.

Are its plug-ins configurable or fixed? If a VPN support just utilizes port 1194, its easier to obstruct. 1194 is an ordinary VPN interface utilized by several VPN providers. VPNs using numerous interfaces to exchange information are a whole lot harder for Netflix.com to course and obstruct.

Does it utilize obfuscation solutions to assist its customers to prevent recognition? The most effective VPN solutions use port-forwarding as well as additional complex data-transfer solutions allowing their consumers to move undetected online.

After assessing a few VPN solutions, we discovered that StrongVPN was the greatest VPN support for getting American Netflix.

5 reasons the reason why we believe Canadians should utilize StrongVPN to get American Netflix

– It seldom decreases. StrongVPN is among the few VPN solutions that’s more often than not eco-friendly on CheckFlix.

– It’s plenty of US machines. StrongVPN does have 14 distinct US computers, in most.

– Its difficult to find. StrongVPN uses an innovative approach called Struggle to stop Netflix.com from finding your VPN relationship.

– Its extremely difficult to break. In terms of security, StrongVPN is a beast. Its 2048-tad formula is more or less impassable. (To put that quantity in perspective, several competitive VPN providers just provide 256 or 128-tad security.)

– You get a free DNS support when you subscribe. All StrongVPN arrive at work with StrongDNS at no cost.

Click here to learn more about SmartDNS.

StrongVPN disadvantages

Like many VPN solutions, StrongVPN does slowdown your web connection a tad. All that durable security likely provides some overhead that triggers movies to cushion several seconds more than they normally might in the event you werent utilizing a VPN.
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